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Name of the Activity : Pamphlet Designing

Toplc/ Theme

Venue

Date / Duration

Participants

: Green Delhi, Clean Delhi

: Classroom

: 26.09.17 / 40 minutes

: Class 2(A-E)

File Accession Dossier : Intra Class Activity File

OBJECTIVES

. To enable students to learn from first-hand experience and from imagination.
o To develop sense of discipline and appreciating nature's various gifts.

o To develop creativity and imagination among students through activities.
. To enhance their motor skills.

. To foster an appreciation of the visual arts and a knowledge of artists, crafts people and

designers.

DESCRIPTION:-

"fr* and Designing are born of bhe observabion and invesbigabion of nabure".

Classroom is a mini institution within the larger institution of the school. It carries its own identity,

homogeneity and a wide range of talent with immense potential to help its members to grow.

Participating in activities gives a student an oppoftunity to share, laughrSd have fun. While a student

may consider winning as the ultimate objective, it's important to point out that the real objective may

have absolutely nothing to do with winning, but how the activity was taken up and how students

perform. Taking all the facts into consideration, a Pamphlet Designing activity was organised for the

students of Class 2(A-E) to enhance their aesthetic and social skills.The importance of nature and our

duty to keep it clean was also shared among the students. The students were informed about the

activity well in advance. The activity took place in respective classes. All the students expressed their

creativity through head, heart and hands. Out of which best students were selected from each class

by the respective class teachers on the basis of clarity,creativity,calmness and constructivism. The

best five students from the selected enteries were awarded with prizes and certificates on the basis'of

creativity,clarity ,constructivism and calmness.In a nutshell, the activity helped in achieving the above

mentioned objectives. It was an inspirational activity as it helped them to develop their self-confidence

.AIl of the students participated with.great zeal and enthusiasm.

Prepared by; Ms. Bhavika Ahujlflfa6u bmitted by; Ms. Manju Yadi
, 

,"oby; Ms. Manj, yrd.,il$fijd mittedto; principat.IV
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